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Throughout 
Presentation or 
Share 
Experiences?



Risk Management and Strategic Planning 



Strategic Plan and Risk Management



Governance 
Code Risk & 
Strategy 
Expectations

Principle 4 Exercising Control – “The trustees are also 
responsible for a charity’s funds and any property or other assets 
that it holds. As much as is possible, they must also consider and 
reduce risks to which their charity is exposed.”

Principle 4 Exercising Control – “The trustees are also 
responsible for a charity’s funds and any property or other assets 
that it holds. As much as is possible, they must also consider and 
reduce risks to which their charity is exposed.”

4.5 – “Identify any risks your charity might face and how to 
manage these”
4.5 – “Identify any risks your charity might face and how to 
manage these”

4.8 – “Make sure there is a formal risk register that your board 
regularly reviews.
4.8 – “Make sure there is a formal risk register that your board 
regularly reviews.

Principle 1 Advancing Charitable Purpose – 1.6 – “Develop your 
charity’s strategic plan and associated operational plans”
Principle 1 Advancing Charitable Purpose – 1.6 – “Develop your 
charity’s strategic plan and associated operational plans”



What Does the Regulator Think?



Regulator Guidance on Risk



Review of Guidance & Sample Risk Register

� 7 pages of which 2 are filler (cover pages)

� No mention of Risk Appetite Statement

� No mention of Risk Capacity, Tolerance or Limits

� Limited guidance on reporting

� No sample Risks or worked risk scoring example

� Provides some guidance on 7 risk categories

� No discussion of risk events, leading indicators, near 
misses, loss events, etc

� No mention Internal Controls and Effectiveness Review

� No discussion of the alignment of Risk and Strategy



Risk Categories – Provides Limited Guidance

� Governance

� Strategy

� Compliance (Legal & Regulatory)

� Operational 

� Financial

� Environmental

� Reputational



Regulator Sample Risk Register

In Word Document instead of Excel



Regulator Sample Risk Register



Risk 
Management
(Very High Level)

Risk TerminologyRisk Terminology

Regulator Guidance Regulator Guidance 

Risk Appetite, Tolerance & CapacityRisk Appetite, Tolerance & Capacity

Risk appetite settingRisk appetite setting

Risk monitoring & reportingRisk monitoring & reporting

Risk Management SystemsRisk Management Systems



Demystifying 
Risk 

Management





Risk Terminology
� Risk framework 

� Risk appetite

� Risk tolerance

� Risk capacity

� Risk universe

� Risk indicators / Key Risk 
Indicator’s

� Loss events / incidents

� Risk reporting and 
documentation

� Quantitative and 
Qualitative risk analysis

� Risk causes 

� Risk consequences

� Risk mitigation

� Risk controls

� Risk assessment

� Risk root cause analysis

� Inherent Risk & Residual 
Risk

� Impact & Probability -
Matrix

� Emerging risks



Guidance Covers Operational Risk Framework



Risk Framework Pyramid



How Much Risk Are You Prepared to Take? 



Risk Appetite & 
Capacity is Set 
By the Board!!



Risk Structure for Directors Meetings



Top of the Pyramid - Risk Appetite

� Would you ever take up hang gliding? What about base jumping?

� Would you drive a car if the seat belt was broken? To get to an 

important meeting or catch a flight … maybe?

� If you were down to your last €100, would you bet €10 on a horse 

after a hot tip? €20? Your whole €100?

� At age 65, would you invest 25 per cent of your pension fund in 

the share market? 50 per cent? 100 per cent? Or none at all? 

� Would you cross the top of Santry Avenue to save a minute 

walking to the pedestrian crossing?



Top of the Pyramid - Risk Appetite ?



Understanding Risk Capacity



Risk Framework Pyramid



Understanding Risk Capacity







Mapping Risk Appetite to Scoring Matrix



Risk Examples – Category Event Appetite Capacity

School – Insurance – Accidents – Zero (2)– Medium (13)  

Nursing Home – Conduct – HIQA – Zero (2)- Low (7)

Rugby / Football Club – Liquidity – Relegation – Low(2) – Medium (13)

Airline – Environmental – Terrorism – Zero – Low 

Cruise Line – Operational – Loss of Life – Zero – Low 

Farming – Insurance – Weather – Low - Medium  

Construction – Capital – Cashflow – Medium (13) – High (17)

Semi State Transport – Strategy – Strike – Low - High

High Street Retailer – Market – Online Retail – Medium - Medium

Xmas Tree Sales – Business Model – Seasonal – Low – Medium

Funeral Home – Market – Cure Cancer – High (17) - Extreme (22)



Matching Score to Appetite



Failures In Risk Management can Lead To …



Thou Shalt Obey 
Your Prescribed 

Legislation

Not Maybe or 
Might!!



Monitoring & Reporting



Risk Reporting
� Reports should cover the following at a minimum on 2 – 3 pages:

� significant risks and the effectiveness of systems and controls; 

� any risk events that have occurred and the actions taken or proposed to mitigate the 

risk;

� likely or actual deviations from risk tolerance levels or established systems and 

controls and should include the timeframe and status of any activities that are 

proposed to address these;

� any negative trends in higher risk areas and any recommended changes to risk 

management activities;

� any new risks including their risk assessment, risk rating and systems and controls; 

� any material emerging risks and recommended course of action; 

� updates on risk management recommendations / actions arising from previous 

reports



Risk Reporting – Top 10 Residual Risks



Risk Reporting –Key Risk Indicators



Risk 
Management & 

Technology



Considerations Risk Systems

� Excel Spreadsheets – Size, Version Control, Embedding 

� Integrated API’s in Risk Systems

� Automatic Notifications

� Audit Trail

� Realtime Reporting – Filters, Historic Reporting

� Internal Control Framework

� Cloud vs Prem

� Loss events / incidents / leading indicators

� Bow Tie Risk Management – Cause & Consequences

� Risk reporting and documentation

� Value Add – Makes Life Easier – Saves Time

� Cost vs Reward



Strategic Planning



Approach 
for Strategy

What is Strategy & WhyWhat is Strategy & Why

What is Strategic Planning CycleWhat is Strategic Planning Cycle

Business Model CanvasBusiness Model Canvas

Strategy & Risk  Strategy & Risk  

Board of Directors RoleBoard of Directors Role

Implementation, Monitoring & ReportingImplementation, Monitoring & Reporting

Regulatory Expectations of Strategic PlanRegulatory Expectations of Strategic Plan

RecommendationsRecommendations



Definition of a Strategic Plan ?

 A strategic plan is a document used to communicate with the 
organization the organizations goals, the actions needed to achieve 
those goals and all of the other critical elements developed during 
the planning exercise.

 Strategic planning is an organization's process of defining 
its strategy, or direction, and making decisions on allocating its 
resources to pursue this strategy.

 Effective strategic planning articulates not only where an 
organization is going and the actions needed to make progress, but 
also how it will know if it is successful.



Why Have a Strategic Plan ?

 Strategic planning is an organizational management activity that is 
used to set priorities, focus energy and resources, strengthen 
operations, ensure that employees and other stakeholders are 
working toward common goals, establish 
agreement around intended outcomes/results, and assess and 
adjust the organization's direction in response to a changing 
environment. 

 It is a disciplined effort that produces fundamental decisions and 
actions that shape and guide what an organization is, who it serves, 
what it does, and why it does it, with a focus on the future. 

 Effective strategic planning articulates not only where an 
organization is going and the actions needed to make progress, but 
also how it will know if it is successful.



Strategic Plan Lifecycle



Strategic Plan Lifecycle



What Should 
Be In A 
Strategic 
Plan

The objectives of the charity's activities for a 
specified period of at least 3 years

The nature and scope of the activities to be 
undertaken

The strategies and policies for achieving those 
objectives

The targets and criteria for assessing the 
performance

The financial projections for at least 3 financial years from, 
and including, the current financial year together with the 
supporting financial analysis and assumptions made



Structure of Strategic Plan

� Executive Summary – Clearly articulating overarching 
Strategy

� Where are we now

� Where do we want to be

� How are we going to get there

� Summary Page sets out Strategic Objectives – One to Five

� Detail of individual Strategic Objective

� Execution section – Initiative, Outcome, Applied Resources, 

Tasks, Owners, Deadlines, Risks, Performance Indicators

� Risk reporting and effectiveness evaluation framework

� Appendices – Financials (Best Case, Worst Case, Stat) and 
assumptions applied and other supporting documents



Review 
Current or 
Last Strategic 
Plan.
What is In, 
Out or 
Unchanged??

� Let’s Review – Be brutally 
honest

� Filler, Filler and More 
Filler!!

� Page 18 out of 26 before 
Strategic Objective Stated

� No Risk Assessment

� No Business Model Canvas

� No Risk Appetite Statement 
Alignment

� Detailed - Objective, 
Initiative, Owner, 
Resources, Risk, Timelines, 
Task

� No Reporting Framework



Board of 
Directors & 

CEO



Management 
and 
Directors 
Function

BOD - setting the strategy

BOD - monitoring the implementation

BOD – reviewing the strategic plan

CEO - preparing and proposing strategies

CEO – implementing agreed strategies



Management and Directors Function
� BOD - setting the strategy, including active participation and examination of strategies being 

developed or proposed by the CEO, management team or others and preparing and adopting a 

strategic plan; 

� BOD - monitoring the implementation of the strategic plan, reviewing the performance 

against the measurements defined in the strategic plan and assessing, on a regular basis but at 

least annually, how the strategic objectives are being achieved;

� BOD - reviewing the strategic plan on a regular basis, but at least annually, to ensure that it 

remains relevant and up to date and modifying or revising the strategic plan to incorporate 

any changes required as a result of the review

� CEO - preparing and proposing to the board of directors for debate, scrutiny and approval, 

strategies for the strategic plan

� CEO - implementing the strategies agreed by the board of directors to the standards set out 

in the strategic plan



Potential Strategic / Business Model Options



Strategic Pyramid



Strategic Plan Business Model Canvas



Strategic Plan & Risk Management



Strategic Plan & Risk Management



Segment Your Strategic Plan



Monitoring, Implementation & Reporting



Monitoring Your Strategic Plan



Monitoring Your Strategic Plan



Strategic Plan







Detailed Strategic Planning 
Considerations



CBI Findings are relevant for Charities 

� Strategic Planning – Monitoring & Review

� Failure to include appropriate key performance indicators to adequately monitor the 

strategic objectives against the plan 

� Evidence of failure to update the strategic plan and/or incorporate the findings of 

any reviews of the plan during its stated term 

� Limited or no evidence of challenge from the board to management, related to the 

monitoring and review of the strategic plan 

� Strategic Planning – Quality

� Evidence of strategic plans which were insufficiently detailed, with an absence of 

owners or timeframes attaching to the various objectives 

� Evidence of financial projections which were out of date and/or not reflective of the 

stated objectives of the credit union 

� Examples noted where there was failure to adequately stress test the financial 

projections or consider any scenario analysis as part of the strategic planning process



CBI Findings are relevant for Charities

� Strategic Planning – Quality Cont’d

� Failure to regularly monitor strategic plans, with strategy not featuring on board 

agendas, nor appearing as a discussion item within minutes of such meetings. 

� Business Model

� Evidence of significant viability concerns was noted in some cases across this 

sample of organisations, representing challenges and constraints to the business 

model 

� Examples of resourcing and organisational structural weaknesses evident. Failure 

to adequately resource key functions within the company 



Key Expectations

� Monitoring & Review

� Biggest proportion of risk issues relate to monitoring & review of strategic planning

� On-going activity – NOT a once off event

� Requires continual Board oversight and implementation of strategy

� Includes risk assessment – followed by effective risk mitigation

� Quality

� Plan must be feasible, realistic and achievable

� Sufficiently detailed with timeframes attached to objectives

� Basis of plan is Charities competence, capabilities and needs of members

� Stress testing of financial projections and credible assumptions

� Robust Financial projections – up to date, in line with objectives and reflect costs and 
benefits of implementing strategy  



Key Expectations

� Business Model

� Board understanding of - Business Model

- Strategies

- Risks

� Supported by properly resourced organisational structure. Key functions must be 

adequately resourced

� Risk Manager assists board in identifying risks, threats and vulnerabilities

� Regular reports that are clear and concise allow board to understand risks 

identified

� Update strategic plan by incorporating finding of reviews or reports. Ensure it is 

sufficiently detailed

� Viability concerns should be mitigated with contingency strategies to enable 

Charity to adapt to adverse market conditions 



Bringing It All 
Together



Objective         Risk Event      Risk Capacity    Mitigation 



Final Recommendations



Takeaways

� Design the structure of the plan first 

� Past Plan – In, Out, New – Remove Filler

� Stakeholder Engagement

� Executive Summary – Key Objectives

� Objectives into initiatives, owner, timeline, tasks, etc

� Financials – Should be reflective of where you want to be

� Resources – do spend money if it furthers your strategy

� Make the hard decisions – Merger, Close or Expand

� Risk Management and RAS vitally important

� Design output, Reporting framework, KPI’s

� Adopt Technology - API’s, Benchmarking, Red Flare

� Governance – Monitor, Challenge, Thematic, IA Review



Final Thought
If It’s Not Documented It Never Happened



Final Questions?

� Contact Details

� Jason Dowling CPA

� jdowling@wda.ie

� 01-6771411

� Thank you for your time!


